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[Added] Vehicle Arm Sensitivity Option (1.5.3) [FIXED] Mission Care Wheel (1.5.3) [FIXED] Subsoiler in Mission (1.5.3) [FIXED] Pettingermex 5 (1.5.5.. 3) [FIXED] Rain in Estancia Rapacho (1.5.3) [FIXED] Multiple Fertilizer States (1.5.3) [FIXED] Language Selection using Dedicated Servers (1.5.3) [TWEAKED] Japanese Localization (1.5) .3) [TWEAKED]
Various Vehicle Visuals (1.5.3) XB1/PS4 [Add] Future MOD Releases (1.5.3) XB1/PS4 [FIXED] Add Input Bindings by mods (1.5.3) [FIXED] games Freeze (1.5.1) [FIXED] game for third-party radio streams crashes near tip map boundary (1.5.1) [FIXED] 4real module 1. How to use the arrow wheel in missions and other modifications (1.5.1) [FIXED] 4 Real
Module 3; How to use it in a tiller that drags to one side during a slide (1.5.1) FIXED header is different fruitTypes (1.5.1) [FIXED] Kettering allounder jitter on the ground (1.5.1) [1] FIXED] AI worker stutters at end of line (corn, sunflower or canola) (1.5.1) [FIXED] Animal price of easily difficulty (does not change prize after save game restart) (1.5.1) [FIXED]
Joskin Transspace 8000 Attacha Joint Ist is not set correctly (1.5.1 [FIXED] 3 Mounting Joints Are Not Properly Secured (1.5.1) [FIXED] Fent 900 Series Rear Wheel Radius Is Wrong (1.5.1) [FIXED] Before Ponce Buffalo Missed Wheel Collision (1.5) .1) [FIXED] MF Activia 7347 Missing Front Wheel Collision (1.5.1) [FIXED] Already Can't grow fertilizer on
the ground on a field grown in (1.5.1) [FIXED] Goods clip through the back door of Joskin Transspace 8 0000 (1.5.1) [FIX ED] Do not visually synchronize how MP is used (1.5.1) [FIXED] Double doors do not close completely with MP (Animated Object XML) (1.5.1) [FIXED] The bogie band continues to turn on the low loader while the low loader is moving
(1.5.1) [FIXED] clamp bandit SB30/60, while the camera of the articulated steering machine is not properly fixed (1.5.1) [FIXED] while moving the hint in mp ( 1.5.1) [FIXED] wheel happens in the opposite direction (FIXED) .5.1) Physical Wheels) (1.5.1) [FIXED] New Holland SP 400 F has multiplayer tire track adjustment issues (only as a client) (1.5.1)
[FIXED] Using a nonfree combination of attachments, the third wheel is schemaOverlay (1.5.1) [FIXED] Gents HEM Error Particle Effect Does Not Go Down (1.5.1 Selection) One Map (1.5.1)[FIXED]AmazonED 3000-C Trailer (1.5.1)[FIXED] Great Plains 3P1006NT Fill Level Indicator Is Not Working (1.5.1) [FIXED] Hayloft cannot fill feed with turf and straw
(1.5.1) [FIXED] If a dedicated server is not displayed in the server browserNot compatible with master server (1.5.1) [FIXED] Vehicle does not stop while pop-up is displayed (1.5.1) [FIXED] Loading wagon and feed harvester are the same windrrow (1.5.1) to have different amounts of statistics [FIXED] soundPlayer.lua generating a call stack when the game
is closed on the gamepad (1.5.1 FIXED Player can walk between MF Activia 7347 S and its header (1.5.1) [FIXED] Wide Tire (1.5.1) [FIXED] Case IH Magnum Hydraulic Punch Does Not Fit Cylinder (1.5.1)[FIXED] Lizard Pickup TT Left Front Wheel Shake (1.5.1)[FIXED] Minor AO bugs in different translations (1.5.1)[FIXED] stall bale handlers (1.5.1)
[FIXED]NH T6 missing mesh (mirrored) interior (1.5.5. 1) [FIXED] Veenhuis Premium Integral II (1.5.1) missing fill diagram [7347 front cylinder too short (1.5.1)[FIXED] Metaltech PP20 Decals Are Case Optum 270 (1.5.1) [FIXED] Case Optum 270 (1.5.1) [FIXED] Veenhuis Premium Integral II - Not properly fixed for minor 3D problems (1.5.1) [FIXED] Wheel
nut is missing on the second axle of Tatra Phoenix (1.5.1) [FIXED] Fender/Machine (1.5.1) with some wheel clips [FIXED] low hardware profile (1.5.1) [TWEAKED] Sosnovka terrain has several edges/holes under the object (1 .5.1) GCV map (1.5.1) [TWEAKED] trims clips through case IH axial flow 9230 (1.5.1), 4 real modules and DLC (1.5.1) Adjust
[TWEAKED] AI Worker Turning Radius (1.5.1) 1.5.1) [TWEAKED] Physical Behavior of Log Forks (1.5.) 1) [TWEAKED] Kuhn TF1500 (1.5.1) [TWEAKED] Wheel configuration on different machines (1.5.1) [TWEAKED] 1.5.1) [TWEAKED] Street Flick (1.5.1) [ED] Case Magnum 380 + Kroger TOW30 Wobble During Filling (1.5.1) [ADDED] Double Wheel
(1.5.1) [ADDED] Double Wheel Collision (1.5.1) Fixed ai Worker Headland Turn (1.4.4) Fixed ai worker issues with asymmetric tools (1.4.4)1.4.4) Fixed maximum number of ai workers (1.4.4) Fixed multiplayer grain sales.The money earned will be shared among all players (1.4.4) Fixed Sosnov kamil fruit soy, Sunflower and Canola (1.4.4) Minor Bug Fix
(1.4.4) Fixed Direct Sowing Machine to Work Properly with The Same Fruit (1.4.2) Remken Solitaire 12 (1.4.2) Fixed Helper with Joskin Modulo (1.4.2) Added Color Selection in Shop Goldhofer STZ-VP 3 (1.4.2) for Holmar Terrados Improved all-wheel steering (1.4.2) Improved overload speed of Holmer Terra Ferris (1.4.2) Mirror text of Joskin Tornado
(1.4.2) Fixed the tree from where it can be placed and planted the tree on releaseTrain Tension Belt (1.4.2) fixed the reverse sound of multiplayer when the motor was turned off (1.4.2) fixed log error messages in multiplayer (e.g. With Lemkengigan 10): Effectiveness check failed TransformGroup_setDirection: Direction zero (1.4.2) Fixed log message Save
game with tree in Static Actor Moved location (1.4.2) Seeds and fertilizer triggers do not automatically close tool cover (1) 1.4.2) Farm Silo Trigger now automatically opens trailer cover (1.4.2) Fixed crash Vehicle is nearby (1.4.2) Lely Tigo xr 75 pickup width increased (1.4.2) Fixed Weeder on Grass Windmill (Converted to Silage Foil) (1.4.2) PS4/XB1:
ForReal Grand Response Mod (PS4 Error Code CE-3) Fixed a crash with 4878-0: Fixed deactivation of ForReal mods without restarting the game completely (1.4.2) modified the mod to dynamically create palettes (e.g. Fabrikscript) (1.4.2) Fixed the maximum camera rotation of the Tobii EyeX (To To To To To To To Bii Eye Tracker 4C) (1.4.2) Improved
handling (1.4) Improved leveler handling (1.4) Various engine optimizations (1.4) Improved loading of old save games (1.4) Improved vehicle graphics and functionality (1) .4) Various map problems fixed (1.4) Improved helpers (1.4) Improved forestry (1.4) Fixed animal improvements (1.4) Various GUI improvements (1) .4) Multiplayer and dedicated servers
(1.4) Fixed some localization issues (1.4) Improved compatibility with some input devices (1.4) Fixed other small issues (1.4) Added another menu music volume setting (1.3.1) added mod map update option to disable save game cache files (e.g. Chip Collision Map) (1.3.1) Fixed Field of View Settings (90° Is Very Distorted) (1.3.1) Chaff (1.3.1) Fixed
Sosnovka Fertilizer Heap (1.3.1) Fixed correction errors when loading several save games (1.3.1) Fixed errors when creating Goldcrest Valley (1) .3.1) Fixed unloading from map mod conveyor belt to BGA bunker (1.3.1) Fixed fertilizer mission repeated many times (1.3.1) Cleanliness of fixed animals changed gents HE700 income category to wood (1.3.1)
1.3.1) Fixed Animal Food Usage (1.3.1) Fixed Pig Tutorial Cleaning (There Is Not Enough Space in the Trough) (1.3.1) Fixing Switching Vehicle Configurations in Different Collisions (1.3.1) Fixed Errors in Multiplayer Wool Palettes (1.3.1) Fixed Crash on Load Old Save Game (from version 1.1) (1.3.1) Fixed very low frame rate and black artifacts on Mac OSX
(1.3.1) Added camera sensitivity options (1.3) Added global game settings (adjustable in-game) (1.3) Improved field mission performance (1.3)Effects of animal cleanliness factors (1.3) Improved poplar seed use and crushing output (1.3) Improved display of multiplayer chat messages (1.3) Improved cameras with heaps on the ground (1.3) Fixed bunker
silos (other tools that do not remove shovels or material in walls) (1.3) Fixed bunker silos from save games (compression level, Fermentation status, discovery) (1.3) fixing wood falling through the ground (1.3) fixing wood crushers when purchased and used in the same session (1.3) conveyor belts (1.3) fixing multiple sales of the same vehicle (1.3) 1.3) Fixed
roca issues (1.3) Fixed trajectory issues (update duplicates, money, renewal units, units) (1.3) (1.3) Fixed loading of removed vehicle configurations (1.3) Fixed vehicle issues (graphics issues, triggers, particles) (1.3) Fixed potato sowing machine loaded from excavator (1.3) Fixed pickup object (if player is left server) (1.3) Fixed operating time (1.3) Fixed
station crane (1.3) Fixed Front Loader MP Sync (1.3) Fixed Animal MP Sync (1.3) Load (sp and mp) (1.3) Fix Reloading Animated Objects (1.3) Animated Object MP Sound (1.3) Fixed Map Issues (Terrain, Collisions, (1.3) Fixed Room Hud Smoothing (rpm, rpm, Speed) (1.3) Conveyor belt mp texture (1.3) Client (1.3) Fixed chainsaw load warning (1.3) Fixed
chat when kicked or banned (1.3) Fixed animal breeding statistics preservation (also achieved results when reaclying save games) (1.3) Fixed input collisions between GUI interactions and manual motor starts (1.3) Fixed animal tutorial triggers (1.3) Fixed hand tools sold on dedicated servers (1.3) Fixed hand tools (1.3) Fixed positionable MP Price (1.3)
Combine straw/chopper effects when helpers are hired (1.3) Improved multiplayer server selection (1.3) Loading fixed animals into trailers when money is negative (1.3) Fixed conveyor belt helpers in multiplayer clients (1.3) Multiplayer (1.3) Fixed helper issues fixed (1.3) Fixed money updates when playing on dedicated servers (1.2.1.1) Fixed errors when
purchasing (1.2.1.1) Animals with language China and Russia (1.2.2. 1) Fixed mirror font on the left side of the locomotive (1.2.1) Fixed chainsaw purchase status when joining a dedicated server (1.2.1) Fixed Pause in case of empty (1.2.1) on dedicated server 1.2.1) Control screen modifications: assign inverting axes, Y-axis mapping of joysticks, remove
axes, assign axes if the wheel has clutches (e.g. Logitech G29) (1.2.1) Fixed Bartra T Indoor Color (1.2.1) Old GPU Lighting Fixed Visual Crafts (1) .2.1) Filters with Incorrect Windows Usernames (e.m. Administrators) Fixed an issue where starting a dedicated server if not allowed by (1.2.1) Fixed a dedicated server web interface that indicated the game
administrator's password and restart button.(1.2.1) Improved detection of issues that may occur with modifications on dedicated servers (1.2.1) Added missing fonts for dedicated servers (1.2.1) Reduce mission time bonuses based on save game difficulty level (1.2.1) Last update: Wednesday, December 27, 2017 Genre: Simulation File Size: 1205.6 MB
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